Serving the Needs of the Government
Built on Comprehensive Solutions, Focused on Your Needs

For decades, Honeywell has been working closely with government administrations, military sites and federal facilities delivering the world’s most powerful products and successful solutions for comprehensive energy management and facilities improvements. We have earned a global reputation for reliability and innovation. Our technologies form the backbone of facility management systems at every level of government and in every branch of the military.

Government agencies recognize the power of working directly with Honeywell Government Solutions (HGS), a strategic business unit focused solely with your needs in mind. HGS is backed by the deep history and broad reach of the Honeywell brand, yet focused exclusively on the unique issues of federal, state and local government agencies.

Honeywell Government Solutions is your resource of choice, because we deliver proven solutions and peace-of-mind. We know compliance. We understand your budgeting and funding challenges. We directly design and build the technologies you depend on. At every stage, we bring you the strategies, the solutions and the support that ensures maximum efficiency and minimal risk and concern.

THE MISSION OF HONEYWELL GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS:
MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER

Budgets are shrinking. Infrastructures are aging. Legislation keeps changing. As the demands of your job grow more complex, you want an ally that you can depend on to deliver headache-free solutions. You want a partner that “gets it” and knows how to respond with urgency and expertise. Honeywell Government Solutions helps our federal, state, and local government customers comply with energy mandates, cut operating costs, develop facility improvement strategies and improve life safety and security.

When you partner with Honeywell, you have the complete support and resources of a $34 billion diversified technology leader. We’ve completed more than 5,000 projects delivering more than $5 billion in energy and operational savings. A partial list of our Federal customers includes:

- Department of Defense
- Veterans Administration
- NASA
- U.S. Air Force
- GSA
- U.S. Army
- Department of Energy
- U.S. Navy
- U.S. Postal Service
- U.S. Forest Service
THE TECHNOLOGY YOU ALREADY DEPEND ON

Chances are your facility already relies on Honeywell products for building solutions and energy management. And we don’t just sell our products — our engineers develop and design them — our expert installation team delivers them. We don’t just outsource the manufacturing — we pride ourselves on the ownership that goes into directly building the technologies. No other company boasts such a breadth and depth of products and services addressing your unique challenges. Our products are always innovative, thoroughly tested, adaptable and designed to be integrated with a wealth of different platforms and systems.

Our extensive portfolio of products and services includes:
- Energy Management & Conservation Measures (ECMs)
- Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning Systems
- Building Automation Systems
- Fire Alarm & Life Safety Systems
- Full Mechanical Systems Repairs
- Comprehensive Metering Solutions
- Electronic Security Systems (ESS)
- Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition systems (SCADA)
- Secure and Consistent Energy Supply
- Smart Grid/Micro Grid Solutions
- Alternative/Renewable Energy Sources
- Professional Support Services
- Small Business Programs
- Network Communications Infrastructure
- Comprehensive Service Programs

COUNTLESS BENEFITS, ONE POWERFUL RESOURCE

Everything you are looking for is available from Honeywell. When you partner with Honeywell Government Solutions, you are taking advantage of one of the largest and most successful nationally accredited building solutions and energy services providers in the industry. We have unmatched expertise in systems analysis, product design and integration, compliance fulfillment and risk mitigation. We are pre-qualified with a number of government approved procurement contracts, including GSA, UMCS and ESPC. And we offer a rigorous process for network certification, accreditation and documentation.

Honeywell has the federal and local government experience and expertise. We have the technology and the training support. We are committed to the success of our Honeywell Government Solutions programs. We have the global reach with a local touch.

RIGHT WHERE WE’VE ALWAYS BEEN

Honeywell is a global leader in building solutions and energy services. Our worldwide experience in building solutions, energy efficiency and security and life safety are unsurpassed. Everywhere you grow, there we are. Everywhere energy is being managed, measured, conserved or controlled, Honeywell technology is most likely at the core of the strategy and solution.

Our Honeywell Government Solutions strategic business unit is a part of the important work you do. Let us help you update your facilities, optimize your energy spend, integrate your systems, and train your staff. Honeywell can help you create a customized solution meeting the exact needs of your organization, facilities and systems. You can rely on us to provide you with the people, products and perspective to save you energy, time and aggravation.

For more information on Honeywell Government Solutions please contact us at 1-800-345-6770 ext. 640.
Find Out More
To learn more about Honeywell Building Solutions, contact your local Honeywell representative, visit honeywell.com/buildingsolutions or call 1-800-345-6770, ext. 640.
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